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ABSTRACT
This paper considers special problems in providing bibliographic
control of and access to electronic texts and how they are being addressed
by the Anglo-American Cataloguing Rules, 2d ed. 1988 rev., and the
MAchine-Readable Cataloging (MARC) standards used for encoding
bibliographic data on the computer. It summarizes the concepts and
development of the USMARC Format for Bibliographic Data, computer
files specifications, and identifies particular issues in providing
bibliographic control of electronic texts including identification,
description, location, and access. It explores attempts to address these
difficult issues surrounding electronic texts, particularly in the MARC
formats, as libraries are adapting to the growth of the Internet and
the wide availability and proliferation of many types of electronic items.
The paper reviews specific projects that attempt to provide better
description of and access to electronic texts, including the OCLC Internet
Resources Project, attempts of the USMARC Advisory Group of the
American Library Association to enhance the MARC formats to provide
location and access to online information resources, standards under
development for locators and identifiers of Internet resources (Uniform
Resource Identifiers), and some projects involving access to electronic
texts. In addition, the author reviews the relationship between Standard
Generalized Markup Language (SGML) and MARC.
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INTRODUCTION
As computers have changed the way information is made available
by making electronic resources widely accessible, the library and research
communities have had to adapt to new ways of describing and locating
information. Librarians and other information professionals are
working in increasingly networked environments, with electronic
resources such as online databases or electronic text centers becoming
an integral part of their frame of reference. The "library without walls"
is indeed becoming a reality, and it is necessary for cataloging rules
and format specifications to change as well.
Libraries have a great deal invested in machine-readable cataloging
records. Large bibliographic utilities and local systems provide services
to institutions for access to library materials through the online catalog.
It is desirable to include records for resources available only electronically
in the same database as traditional library materials so that researchers
can tap this type of information as additional source material. Researchers
should be able to find bibliographic citations to relevant material
regardless of format or location of the item. Because these electronic
resources cannot be accessed in the same way as other materials (i.e.,
by a location that indicates the library and call number or shelf number
housing the material), new methods need to be developed for access.
It is important that standards are developed and used for these
new types of locator devices so that records can be exchanged between
institutions. Given the growth of availability of electronic texts, sharing
bibliographic records will be a necessity so that institutions do not
expend valuable resources on redundant cataloging. The Library of
Congress, the Online Computer Library Center (OCLC), and various
committees of the American Library Association (ALA) have made
progress in developing cataloging and MAchine-Readable Cataloging
(MARC) standards for describing and providing location information
for electronic resources, particularly those available on the Internet,
the global network of networks.
CATALOGING CHALLENGES
The Anglo-American Cataloguing Rules, 2d ed. (AACR2) has
generally been adopted as the standard cataloging code in most English-
speaking countries (Joint Steering Committee 1988). The rules are
revised according to changing needs of the library community by the
Joint Steering Committee for Revision of AACR. The Committee on
Cataloging: Description and Access (CC:DA), a committee of the
Association for Library Collections and Technical Services of ALA,
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initiates proposals for revisions to the cataloging code and advises the
official ALA representative to the Joint Steering Committee (American
Library Association 1992, 32). In some cases, specific guidelines are issued
to supplement AACR2, such as the Library of Congress Rule
Interpretations (Hiatt 1990) or various guidelines for cataloging specific
types of material (e.g., Guidelines for Bibliographic Description of
Reproductions).
Electronic texts pose special problems in using the cataloging rules,
partly because the rules often assume that the cataloger is physically
examining an item "in hand." In addition, electronic texts often contain
minimal information from which to create a catalog record. Those
available by remote access are even more difficult to catalog because
of the absence of a physical item to examine. Chapter 9 of AACR2
provides the standard for cataloging computer files and is intended for
the bibliographic description of "files that are encoded for manipulation
by computer," including both computer data and programs, either stored
on carriers available for direct access or by remote access (AACR2, rule
9.0A1, 221).
Sources of Information
Electronic texts, particularly those available remotely, often do not
contain adequate information for the cataloger to be able to completely
describe the item bibliographically. Applying the concept of "chief
source of information," which is used to determine the title and author-
ship statement in AACR2, requires flexibility because of the difficulty
in determining what is that chief source. The cataloging rules direct
the cataloger to the title screen or screens; in the absence of a title
screen, information may be taken from "other formally presented
internal evidence," such as menus or program statements. Additionally,
the cataloger may use the physical carrier or its labels, documentation,
or accompanying material, or the container (Olson 1992, 1). If the item
cannot be physically examined (i.e., it is accessible remotely, as is the
case with electronic texts available in online databases), the rules do
not give much guidance.
Another problem arises when the electronic text is in a format that
is not eye-readable, so that the cataloger cannot examine the item at
all (for instance, in a compressed or PostScript format). In these cases,
often the filename and size of file may be the only available information
for descriptive cataloging. The rules discourage the use of filename or
data set name as the title proper, but in some instances, it is the only
possible title (AACR2, rule 9.1B3, 224).
Identification
Determining whether an item is a new edition of a previously issued
item is difficult at best when considering electronic texts. This decision
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determines whether a new bibliographic record is created, and AACR2
supplemented by the Library of Congress Rule Interpretations (LCRI)
guide the cataloger in making this determination. An edition in terms
of computer files is defined in AACR2 as "all copies embodying
essentially the same content and issued by the same entity" (AACR2,
617). Does one consider a computer file that has been compressed the
same edition as one that is uncompressed? In other words, does one
catalog the item as it is intended to be used or as it is encoded? In
addition, with electronic texts, it is not often clear how the item was
issued because of a lack of sufficient information, so that issuing body
cannot determine the item's identification.
The LCRI for rule 1.0 provides general guidance on determining
whether a new manifestation of an item constitutes a new edition, thus
requiring a new bibliographic record. After consulting the definition
of edition (as specified above for computer files), the cataloger is
instructed to consider the item a new edition if it meets the specified
criteria; among these, if there is an explicit indication of changes of
content, if certain portions of the bibliographic record are different
(e.g., title, edition, physical description), or if there are variations in
the publication area, unless they are only minor variations as defined.
For electronic texts, this section does not always assist the cataloger
because of the scarcity of information about the item, the difficulty
in determining what the chief source is, and the focus in the rules on
an item that the cataloger physically holds. In addition, the publication
area takes on a new meaning for electronic texts, since many of them
are not
"published" in the traditional sense. Further, using the criterion
that the physical description varies to require a separate record is
irrelevant for those electronic texts that are available remotely, since
the rules specify that a physical description is not given when there
is no physical item (AACR2, rule 9.5, 231). Even the title cannot be
relied upon to determine whether it is a new edition, since in the
electronic world it is very easy to change a filename or even data in
a file, and the filename could be the only information to construct
a title for the item.
Other characteristics of electronic texts compound the difficulty
in deciding whether the item is a new edition. Is an ASCII text of a
work a different edition than the PostScript version? Or, for that matter,
is the scanned version different than the text itself? Will it serve library
catalogs to create separate records for each manifestation, or should a
hybrid type of record be created containing information on all those
available? When stored on a network, the same electronic text may move
from one host to another as computers are in and out of service and
files are copied to different sites. The content of the electronic text
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may not change, but its location or its filename may. Being able to
determine if two items are actually the same in content becomes
problematic in the electronic world.
As catalogers gain more experience in cataloging electronic texts,
some of these questions might be answered. Perhaps how catalogers
handle editions may depend upon the use of the data or the system
constraints. Some of the questions concerning cataloging of electronic
texts may be compared to the issues concerning the cataloging of repro-
ductions. The handling of reproductions in online bibliographic systems
has been problematic. Some institutions favor the use of holdings records
linked to the bibliographic record for the original, while others favor
separate bibliographic records with certain fields added for aspects of
the reproduction. It may take time and experimentation for institutions
to decide which approach works best for electronic texts.
USMARC STANDARDS FOR ELECTRONIC TEXTS
Although many navigational tools exist for accessing electronic texts
over the Internet, librarians are interested in describing and providing
access to electronic information resources within the USMARC record
structure so that records for these resources can reside in the same database
as other library materials. In addition to the description (identifying
what the information is, whether it might suit the researcher's needs),
the user requires location information (where can I obtain a copy of
it?) and access information (how do I get a copy?). If records for electronic
information resources are accessible in the same format with other library
materials, the systems can process them in the same way. In addition,
these records can then be shared between systems in the same way that
other USMARC records are.
In the USMARC environment, systems exchange records so that
duplication of effort is minimized. Because of the difficulty of identifying
and describing electronic information resources, it would be of great
benefit for institutions to exchange information about this type of
material. If perhaps the institution providing the service or data contrib-
uted records about that data for exchange between libraries (as now
many types of bibliographic records are exchanged), users might more
easily be able to locate information they need. For instance, an institution
making a library catalog, discussion list, or database accessible could
provide the record that describes and gives location and access infor-
mation for the service. Using the USMARC format would be appropriate
for the library community because of the format's familiarity and
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flexibility, as well as the desirability of incorporating these types of
records within the existing frameworks.
USMARC Format Background
The USMARC formats are standards for the representation and
communication of bibliographic and related information in machine-
readable form. The USMARC Format for Bibliographic Data contains
format specifications for encoding data elements needed to describe,
retrieve, and control various forms of bibliographic material. Most sys-
tems use their own internal formats for storing and displaying bibli-
ographic data but use USMARC, a communications standard, to ex-
change data between systems. The USMARC formats are maintained
by the Library of Congress's Network Development and MARC Stand-
ards Office in consultation with various user communities (Library of
Congress 1989, 2). The USMARC Advisory Group and the Machine-
Readable Bibliographic Information Committee (MARBI) of ALA
consider proposals for additions and changes to the formats and discuss
USMARC issues.
USMARC formats other than the bibliographic format were
developed to satisfy additional needs of libraries. The USMARC
Holdings Format is a carrier for holdings and location information.
It includes copy-specific information for an item; information peculiar
to the holding organization; information needed for local processing,
maintenance, or preservation of items; and information required to
locate an item including holdings organization and sublocation. The
USMARC Community Information Format, recently approved as a
provisional format, is a carrier for descriptions of nonbibliographic
resources to which people in a particular community might want access.
These include programs, services, organizations, agencies, events, and
individuals. The USMARC Classification Format contains authoritative
records for library classification schemes, and the USMARC Authority
Format is a carrier for authoritative information on standard forms of
names and subjects.
USMARC Computer Files Specifications
In the early 1980s, a MARC specification was developed for
communicating information about machine-readable data files within
the USMARC Bibliographic Format, describing both the data stored
in machine-readable form and the programs used to process that data.
The data elements were intended to be used to describe both data files
and computer software. Data elements needed for the description of
these files were integrated into the USMARC Bibliographic Format
under the broader term
"computer file"; many of the data elements
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were defined in AACR2, Chapter 9. The Computer Files record
specifications were developed before the widespread use of the personal
computer, particularly for data files such as census tapes and raw data
maintained by large computer centers. Later, data elements were added
to accommodate software, after microcomputers began to gain attention,
and more attention was given to physical form, particularly physical
and technical details about the software (Crawford 1989, 124). The
specifications are generally adequate for description of machine-readable
files and software but, before several changes in 1993, were limited in
providing information on access. Since information in electronic form
requires special description, location, and retrieval information, the
Network Development and MARC Standards Office has been
considering how to enhance the USMARC formats to accommodate
online information resources. These enhancements should improve the
ability to locate and access electronic texts.
ENHANCING DESCRIPTIVE AND ACCESS
INFORMATION TO ELECTRONIC TEXTS
The USMARC Advisory Group recognized the need for accom-
modating electronic information resources by considering two discussion
papers about the topic, Discussion Paper No. 49: Dictionary of Data
Elements for Online Information Resources, discussed in June 1991,
and Discussion Paper No. 54: Providing Access to Online Information
Resources, discussed in January 1992 (Library of Congress, Network
Development Office 1991a, 1991b). Participants attending the meetings
agreed that USMARC should be expanded to accommodate description
and access of machines as resources on the network as well as data
files on the machines, and that further work needed to be done. It
was agreed that electronic data resources (e.g., electronic texts, software,
or databases) might be more amenable than online systems and services
(e.g., File Transfer Protocol [FTP] sites, online public access catalogs,
or bulletin boards) to bibliographic description using current AACR2
computer files cataloging rules and the USMARC Bibliographic Format
with minimal format changes.
As part of its Internet Resources Project, funded by the U.S.
Department of Education, Library Programs, OCLC investigated the
nature of electronic textual information accessible via the Internet
(Dillon et al. 1993, 2). A group of representatives from OCLC, Online
Audiovisual catalogers (OLAC), Library of Congress, and MARBI re-
viewed work on the project, examined sample documents collected, and
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planned a cataloging experiment of Internet resources. The experiment
was intended to test and verify the applicability of the cataloging rules
and the USMARC Bibliographic Format, computer files specifications,
and provide sufficient data to determine what changes needed to be
made to AACR2 and USMARC to accommodate these materials.
The cataloging experiment was held during May and June 1992
and involved the cataloging of 300 computer files collected from Internet
sites, half of which were all types of electronic texts and the other half
randomly selected text, software, and data. Each file was cataloged by
three different catalogers. After a call for participation was issued and
distributed electronically via the Internet, a group of catalogers was
selected to participate and given instructions for cataloging.
Results of the experiment indicated that AACR2 and the USMARC
format generally accommodate the description of Internet resources but
that clear guidelines needed to be developed to assist catalogers. The
following were some of the areas that needed modifications in the format:
more choices in identifying the type of file in the USMARC fixed field
(coded) area, guidelines for the appropriate and consistent use of note
fields, and standards for including location and access information to
find and retrieve the item.
Two initiatives resulted from the analysis of the OCLC Internet
Resources Cataloging Experiment: the drafting of guidelines for the
use of AACR2 cataloging rules for Internet resources, presented to ALA's
CC:DA, and a proposal for changes in the USMARC bibliographic
format to address the deficiencies.
Cataloging Guidelines
Draft cataloging guidelines were formulated by the cataloging
experiment planning committee and submitted to ALA's CC:DA. The
guidelines were intended for OCLC users preparing bibliographic
descriptions of items from the Internet but are also applicable to anyone
performing cataloging of electronic resources. They review special
provisions in AACR2 for materials available by "remote access" and
attempt to give guidance for preparing bibliographic description of
difficult parts of the catalog record. The guidelines have been reviewed
by a task force of CC:DA, and some changes have been requested (Dillon
et al. 1992, B1-B19). The following summarizes some of the more proble-
matic areas of the cataloging rules that the guidelines address:
Published vs. Nonpublished. The guidelines suggest that electronic
journals be considered published, since they are distributed elec-
tronically by a formal mailing list, even if they do not carry formal
publication information. Many other electronic texts are similar to
manuscript material and are to be considered unpublished. However,
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if the item carries a formal statement of publication similar to that
on a title page, it may be considered published. In case of doubt,
the cataloger is to consider the work unpublished.
Chief Source. For remotely accessible electronic texts, the guidelines
suggest that the chief source is the title screen or other information
that displays on the terminal or on a printout. This section was
later revised to include any first display of information, the Subject
line, or the header to a file. In addition, it was changed to address
the situation where a file is unreadable without processing (e.g., a
compressed file) and suggests taking the information from the file
after it has been processed. The title is to be taken from the chief
source if possible and must always be present; it is supplied by the
cataloger if necessary.
File Characteristics. Although a section in the guidelines addressed
the portion of AACR2 Chapter 9 dealing with file characteristics,
the changes suggested to the cataloging rules have been withdrawn.
The guidelines suggest that number of records not be used for Internet
resources in the file characteristics area of the cataloging record, since
the information may vary greatly from the form in which it is received
to the form in which it is used and stored. Since number of records
is related to the way it is stored at a particular location, the guidelines
recommend including this data element in the location and access
information area.
Notes. The guidelines instruct the cataloger in the use of notes and
give examples of the types of notes that might be included.
Location and Access. The guidelines instruct the cataloger to use
the new USMARC field 856 for location and access information for
all information necessary for accessing the electronic resource.
Accommodating Online Information Resources in USMARC Formats
As a result of the earlier discussion papers on accommodating online
information resources in USMARC and the OCLC Internet Resources
Cataloging Experiment, the Network Development and MARC Stan-
dards Office submitted a proposal to the ALA USMARC Advisory Group
for changes to the bibliographic format, computer files specifications.
The paper intended to address those deficiencies found in the cataloging
experiment for describing and locating electronic resources. Proposal
93-4 (Changes to the USMARC Bibliographic Format [Computer Files]
to Accommodate Online Information Resources) included three recom-
mendations. First, it proposed the addition of new codes in the fixed
field area for "Type of computer file" for bibliographic data, font, game,
and sounds. In addition, it called for changing a few definitions. Among
those proposed was the use of the word "text," which it considered
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confusing, because many electronic files include text (e.g., instructions
for software). The term "document" was suggested to limit the use
of this code to textual material that is intended to constitute a document,
whether represented as ASCII or image data. The intent of the file
(as document, rather than graphic) would then be expressed in the code.
The second recommendation was to broaden the descriptors in the File
Characteristics area (USMARC field 256) to allow for more specific terms.
Finally, the third portion of the proposal was to add a new field to
the USMARC bibliographic and holdings formats for electronic location
and access, to allow for the encoding within the record of all information
needed to locate and make accessible an electronic resource. Proposal
93-4 dealt only with the subset of online information resources called
"electronic data resources" (e.g., electronic texts, databases, or software),
rather than online systems and services, because only a few modifications
would be necessary to current format specifications.
Proposal 93-4 was discussed at the ALA Midwinter meeting in
January 1993, and the USMARC Advisory Group made modifications
to the fixed field "Type of computer file" changes. The second
recommendation concerning broadening the descriptors was deferred
pending its consideration by CC:DA, because it affected area 3 of AACR2
Chapter 9. (After consideration by a CC:DA task force, this portion
of the cataloging guidelines was withdrawn, so it will not be reconsidered
by the USMARC Advisory Group.) Field 856 (Electronic Location and
Access) was approved as a provisional field with several modifications;
after institutions use the field in catalog records, its status as provisional
will be reconsidered.
Field 856 is intended to give the user the information required
to locate and access the electronic item. It has been noted that the MARC
record is deficient in providing nonbibliographic information except
in 5XX note fields, which may or may not be searchable by systems,
and that it is thus unsuitable to aid in the direct retrieval of electronic
texts (CETH Newsletter 1993, 13). The proposal attempts to allow for
the retrieval of the electronic text (as well as any other electronic
resource), perhaps directly if systems are programmed to use it for auto-
matic transfer. Of particular interest in the development of the proposal
was the electronic journal or newsletter, because of the phenomenal
increase in the number being issued and the need for better bibliographic
control of them.
During the initial planning of the OCLC cataloging experiment,
participants felt that the capability of machine access to the item should
be provided for those items that are self-identifying (i.e., do not require
interactive searching). All data elements that a user needs to know to
make the connection, locate the document, and retrieve it should be
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included in the catalog record. In the case of library catalogs or other
databases, the information needed to connect should be given, although
only site-specific information about the server to which one is connecting
(information that everyone would need to know) is included.
Information that might be needed about the client (i.e., the system from
which the connection is made) is not given and must be dealt with
locally. Data elements are parsed and transportable between systems
and formats. Although the content of this field was developed with
Internet resources specifically in mind, as an outgrowth of the OCLC
Internet Resources Project Cataloging Experiment, it is expected that
the field can be extended to non-Internet resources.
An electronic data resource can reside in many directories at any
number of hosts in several formats. It might be stored as a compressed
file and an uncompressed file with different filenames, yet the end result
is the same item. These characteristics were considered in the planning
of the new electronic location and access field. Location data in the
USMARC format properly belong in a holdings and locations field
(85X block), which according to the USMARC standard can be embedded
in a bibliographic record. The electronic location and access information
could be considered comparable to the library location and holdings
field for a book, which gives the institution, shelving information, and
specific information about the item at that particular location (e.g.,
copy number, piece designation, or notes). Thus, information applicable
to the particular "copy" of the electronic item would be recorded in
the electronic location field rather than at the record level in a bibli-
ographic field. Consequently, a separate bibliographic record need not
be created if the only difference between electronic items is, for example,
the host name making them accessible, the compression used, or the
filenames. This type of information can be considered "copy specific"
and recorded in a separate electronic holdings and locations field of
the bibliographic record. A separate record is made only if the intellectual
content of the item is different.
Field 856 functions as a locator for an item and includes various
data elements in separate subfields that are sufficient for the user to
locate and access the electronic resource. The indicator after the tag
value shows the access method (e.g., Telnet, FTP, electronic mail, or
other) for locating the resource and determines how the rest of the field
is used. Data elements that are descriptive in nature are included in
the other bibliographic fields in the record. The separate subfields allow
for parsing of elements so that they can be maintained, accessed, or,
if desired, searched separately. They also permit special displays to be
generated by the system if it is programmed to do so. The field is repeated
for different locations, filenames, or access methods. Figure 1 shows the
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856 Electronic Location and Access (R)
(Contains the information required to locate an electronic item. The information identifies the electronic location
containing the item orfrom which it is available. Field S56 is repeated when the location data elements vary
(subfields 4=#, ^b, =^d) and when more than one access method may be used. It is also repeated whenever the
electronic filename varies (subfield ^-f), accept for the situation when a single intellectual item is divided into
different partsfor online storage or retrieval.)
Indicators
First Access method
(Contains a value that defines how the rest of the data in the field will be used. If the resource is
available by more than one method, the field is repeated with data appropriate to each method. The
methods defined are the main TCP/JP protocols. Subfield 4=2 may be used to specify others not defined
in the indicator)
Email
1 FTP
2 Remote login (Telnet)
7 Source specified in subfield + 2
Second Undefined
b Undefined
Subfield Codes
4=a Hostname (R) 4=n Name of location of host in subfield =f= a (NR)
4=b IP address (NR) 4=0 Operating system (NR)
=f=c Compression information (R) 4sP P rt (NR)
4=d Path (R) 4=q File transfer mode (NR)
=j=f Electronic name (R) =j= s File size (R)
4=g Electronic name End of range (R) =f l Terminal emulation (R)
4=h Processor of request (NR) =)=u Uniform Resource Locator (R)
4=i Instruction (R) fx Nonpublic note (R)
=j=k Password (NR) 4=z Public note (R)
4=1 Logon/login (NR) 4=2 Source of access (NR)
4=m Contact for access assistance (R) 4=3 Materials specified (NR)
EXAMPLES OF FIELD 856 (for files that can be transferred using FTP):
856 lK=t=awuarchive.wustl.edu4=cdecompress with PKUNZIP. exe=|=d/mirrors2/win3/games4: fatmoids.
zip4=xcannot verify because of transfer difficulty
856 !H4:>8eql.loc.gov4: d/pub/soviet.archive4:fklfamine.bkg4: nLibrary of Congress,
Washington, D.C.4=oUNDC
856 IH^uURL: ftp://path.net/pub/docs/um2urc.ps
Figure 1. Subfields defined in field 856; (R) means repeatable, (NR) means
nonrepeatable
subfields defined in field 856; Figure 2 shows how the field might display
in an online public access catalog (OPAC).
The Network Development and MARC Standards Office prepared
two proposals for adding data elements to field 856 for discussion at
the meeting of the USMARC Advisory Group in February 1994. Be-
cause of a desire to be able to communicate information that links a
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TITLE: North American Free Trade Agreement
PUBLISHED: 1992
PRODUCER: United States. Office of the U.S. Trade Representative.
SUBJECTS: Free trade-United States.
Mexico-Commercial treaties.
Free trade Mexico.
Free trade Canada.
United States-Commercial treaties.
Canada-Commercial treaties.
ELECTRONIC ACCESS:
Access via GOPHER or telnet. For assistance contact Law Library Reference, 607 255-7236.
DOMAIN NAME: fatty.law.cornell.edu
FILE TRANSFER MODE:
ASCH
FILE SIZE: 2020 bytes
CODED MARC FIELD:
856 12
^afatty.law.cornell.edu 4=m Tom Bruce =f=n Cornell University Law School =q ASCII
=t=s 2020 bytes =t=z Access via GOPHER or telnet. For assistance contact Law Library Reference,
607 255-7236
Figure 2. OPAC brief display
bibliographic record with an electronic object, whether an image, text
file, or any other type, the American Memory Program at the Library
of Congress suggested the addition of two subfields that are currently
recorded in a local field (Library of Congress, Network Development
Office 1993). Other projects are also considering the use of the electronic
location field to link bibliographic records with other electronic
resources. VTLS, a library system vendor, has developed a multimedia
product called InfoStation, which uses a local field in bibliographic
records to link sound and image files and plans to use the standard
field 856 to do this in the future. The system uses the information in
this field to find the file and display the image associated with the
bibliographic record. The Research Libraries Group (RLG) has
launched the Digital Image Access Project, a collaborative project to
explore the capabilities of digital image technology for managing access
to photographic collections. Eight RLG institutions are attempting to
improve access to collections for shared access across networks. A project
at Cornell University Engineering Library is attempting to build a multi-
media network to enhance the undergraduate engineering curriculum.
Using Cornell's NOTIS system, a Telnet session is initiated to the Iowa
State University catalog through another server. The computer uses a
unique number contained in a MARC field, which is matched in the
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database on the remote server, and FTP enables the transfer of image
files needed.
In addition, the second proposal concerning field 856 considered
in February suggested the addition of a subfield for recording the Uni-
form Resource Locator, a standard under development (Library of
Congress 1993b). MARBI, a subgroup of the USMARC Advisory Group
that votes on proposed changes to the USMARC formats, approved
the new subfields.
In the development of field 856, it has been questioned whether
it is desirable to store in a USMARC record such information as an
electronic location, given the volatility of electronic objects on a network.
However, it could be used in a variety of ways. Institutions may wish
to store only the unique part of the locator that could identify it and
then use a lookup table on a remote server to determine where and
in what form the electronic object is located. If a system were
programmed as such, the system then could generate the other pieces
of the 856 field (e.g., host name or path) for display in an online public
access system. In this way, only the unchangeable piece would be stored
in the USMARC record, and if other pieces of information change,
they can be generated on the fly.
Uniform Resource Identification
The Uniform Resource Locator (URL), newly defined in field 856
of USMARC, is one of a family of standards being developed by the
Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) called Uniform Resource
Identification (URI). The following is a list of specific standards under
development to identify, describe, locate, and control networked
information objects on the Internet:
Uniform Resource Locator (URL): address of an object, containing
enough information to identify a protocol to retrieve the object
Uniform Resource Name (URN): a persistent, location-independent
identifier for an object, similar to an International Standard Book
Number (ISBN) or International Standard Serial Number (ISSN) in
the library and publishing worlds, providing a unique element to
identify it (Mitra 1994).
Uniform Resource Citation (URC): a set of meta-information about
an electronic resource, which may include, for example, owner, encod-
ing, access restrictions, or location. Similar in library terms to a bibli-
ographic record. (The group developing this is currently considering
renaming it "uniform resource characteristic")
The URL is the most fully developed of the standards but is still
a draft Internet standard, although it is already in widespread use. It
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allows systems to "achieve global search and readership of documents
across differing computing platforms, and despite a plethora of protocols
and data formats" and is "a universal syntax which can be used to
refer to objects available using existing protocols, and may be extended
with technology" (Berners-Lee 1993). Elements of the draft URL
standard are contained in separate sub fieIds of field 856 in USMARC;
in the URL, the elements are strung together with separators between
them. If an institution wishes to use the URL as it has been established,
the new URL subfield could accommodate it An institution may wish
to record only the URL, rather than use the separate subfields, record
both parsed elements and the URL, or record only the parsed subfields.
Recording the elements in separate subfields may be useful to create
a display or to verify the separate data elements even if the URL is
also used.
The Uniform Resource Name (URN) will "provide a globally
unique, persistent identifier used both for recognition and often for
access to characteristics of or access to the resource." It may identify
"intellectual content or a particular presentation of intellectual content,"
depending upon how the assignment agency uses it. A resource identified
by a URN may reside at many locations under any number of filenames
and may move any number of times during its lifetime. The URL
identifies the location for an instance of a resource identified by the
URN (Sollins and Masinter 1994). The URN is still under development,
and not all issues have been resolved. When it is finalized, it will provide
the type of bibliographic control similar to that of the ISBN or ISSN
to uniquely identify a resource. It will have an impact on the decision
as to when to consider a resource a new edition and thus create a separate
record.
The Uniform Resource Citation (URC) is under discussion, and
a draft standard has not been fully developed. Participants in the IETF-
URI group have begun to develop requirements and functional
specifications.
Other USMARC Computer Files Specification Developments
Also approved in February 1994 by the ALA MARBI Committee
was a proposal to add a fixed field (i.e., one that has a fixed length
and is used for coded data) to record physical characteristics of computer
files in coded form. Often, it gives information in coded form that
has an equivalent note or other field in the record for the same infor-
mation in textual form, thus facilitating indexing and retrieval. The
field was particularly needed for serials, because of the increased numbers
of serials being published in different media, particularly CD-ROM
and electronic journals. The ability to retrieve serials on the basis of
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their physical form has been an important goal. This new fixed field
for computer files will include coded data on category of material (i.e.,
computer file); specific material designation (e.g., tape cartridge,
magnetic disk, CD-ROM laser optical disc, or remote file); original versus
reproduction aspect (not clear how this will be used, but valid in other
physical description fixed fields); color (e.g., monochrome or color);
and sound (sound or no sound). Since bibliographic records for electronic
texts would be encoded using the specifications for computer files, this
new data element could be useful for their identification.
Interactive Multimedia Guidelines
Another development in the use of the USMARC formats is the
attempt to provide cataloging and USMARC coding for interactive
multimedia. Because of the very specific definition of "interactive
multimedia," it may be of limited use in the bibliographic control of
electronic texts. Interactive multimedia are defined as follows:
Media residing in one or more physical carriers (videodiscs, computer
disks, computer laser optical discs, compact discs, etc.) or on
computer networks. Interactive multimedia must exhibit both of
these characteristics: 1) user controlled, non-linear navigation using
computer technology; and, 2) the combination of two or more media
(audio, text, graphics, images, animation, and video) that the user
manipulates to control the order and/or nature of the presentation.
(American Library Association 1994, 8)
However, it has been reported that the number of these types of materials
is quickly growing. After conducting a cataloging experiment, the
Interactive Multimedia Guidelines Review Task Force recommended the
use of the USMARC Bibliographic Format, computer files specifications,
until format and cataloging rule changes might be made to accommodate
this specific type of material. The ability to record coded descriptive
elements about more than one aspect of an item (e.g., sound recording
and computer file) will be available under format integration, which
integrates the tag sets for bibliographic records for materials in different
physical formats, and will be implemented in late 1994 and 1995; this
development is of benefit to the description of interactive multimedia.
Accommodating Online Systems and Services in USMARC
The Library of Congress's Network Development and MARC
Standards Office has also explored accommodating online systems and
services in the USMARC format. This effort has included the
presentation of several papers to the USMARC Advisory Group; another
is expected to be presented in June 1994 proposing to add fields to
the bibliographic format for those data elements needed for online
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systems and services that are not currently included in the bibliographic
format. Since these records would be created for nonbibliographic data,
some extension of the format is necessary.
With the development of tools such as Gopher, Wide Area
Information Servers (WAIS), and Archie on the Internet to locate
information resources, one might question the need for describing these
resources in USMARC. There are a number of directory services now
accessible on the Internet as well. However, available Internet tools are
not always efficient for pointing to the resource. Many do not give
any indication of which servers they actually searched and which were
unavailable for one reason or another, and they do not discriminate
between various versions of the data in terms of usefulness or
completeness. They are poor at locating known items as opposed to
possibly relevant things. In addition, the subject analysis available in
USMARC records is lacking in these other tools. Library users are not
all familiar with (nor should they be expected to be familiar with)
tools like Gopher. Such tools could complement rather than replace
USMARC records as a source for locating electronic texts and other
online resources.
Creating records within USMARC for online services would provide
not only access but also organization. Librarians' knowledge of online
resources can be used to provide, within library catalogs, pointers to
Internet services and resources. In addition, librarians can select the
online services that are important to include in catalogs, just as they
select books. Discriminating between online resources that might be
useful to the library user rather than forcing the user to select from
the overwhelming number of sources available on the Internet is a service
that libraries should provide.
Making this type of directory information for online systems and
services accessible in the USMARC environment would allow for such
information to be available and integrated within the same systems
as other records. Bibliographic citations to electronic texts could point
to the USMARC record for the online service, and only that record
would need to be kept current in terms of its electronic location. A
subject search could give the user not only records for printed items
but also records for electronic items and the systems that provide them.
OTHER PROJECTS INVOLVING
ACCESS TO ELECTRONIC TEXTS
American Memory Program
The American Memory Program is "the Library of Congress's
pioneering effort to share some of its unique collections with the nation
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via new electronic multimedia technology" (Library of Congress 1993a).
American Memory makes archival collections available in electronic
form. The program offers original printed texts in machine-readable
form, which allows for detailed searching of the contents of a collection
as well as the bibliographic records describing these items. For manu-
script materials, images of the original may be displayed so that
researchers can examine the original item's appearance. For photographs
and films, analog videodiscs have been used, although the Library
expects to convert these materials to digital form. A hierarchical
combination of collection, item, and finding aid level records describe
each collection. The bibliographic record is stored in an internal MARC
format, with links to other related records if appropriate, and a link
to the reproduction of the item described. Thus, the user can call up
the bibliographic record, which describes the item, and can view either
the ASCII text (which has been converted from the original) or the
image of the printed original if desired.
The American Memory Program uses an "electronic call number"
as its link to the converted text and image. In the past, a local MARC
field 938 was used. Since the project wanted to use a standard MARC
field, especially to communicate the data on electronic location, it will
convert all local 938 fields to 856 fields, particularly after the approval
of two new subfields in field 856 to accommodate other data elements
needed for the program. Access to the electronic text is possible because
of a unique number that resides in the electronic location field. That
unique number is also the filename, which is derived from an acronym
for the collection and an item number. The additional information,
such as the computer where the file resides, directory on the computer,
and compression information (data elements that all have defined
subfields in field 856), are not stored in the record. Instead, the unique
element, in this case the filename, is stored in that field, and a look-
up table tells the system the other information. Consequently, if the
host name or directory changed, the unique number will provide the
link to find the necessary information to locate the item.
The American Memory Program has converted text, which is
minimally encoded with SGML to retain any information that might
be lost in conversion and to facilitate searching. SGML is also used
to link page images to text images. The filename of each page image
is in coded form at the head of each page of the electronic text, allowing
for a linkage; the filename for the image file is an extension of the
filename of the converted electronic text.
The American Memory Program has great potential for enhancing
access to archival collections and bringing historical collections to
anyone with a computer. However, because it has lost congressional
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funding, program planners are soliciting private donations to continue
the program.
Electronic Cataloging-in-Publication Project
The Cataloging in Publication (CIP) Division of the Library of
Congress embarked on a project in February 1993 to explore the viability
and practicality of an online link between the Library of Congress and
publishers participating in the CIP program. The CIP program is a
cooperative effort between publishers and the Library of Congress to
provide cataloging in advance of publication for most mainstream titles
published in the United States. The advantages of acquiring CIP data
electronically include greater efficiency, time savings in the transmission
of CIP applications, greater accuracy in the CIP record, and the
establishment of the foundation for an electronic library of electronic
books (Celli 1994).
The Electronic CIP Project enables publishers to provide the full
text of galleys for forthcoming titles and thus provide catalogers with
ample text to perform accurate subject analysis. In addition, portions
of the electronic galleys supplied under the program could be used
in the bibliographic record; for example, a relatively simple block and
copy command can move the contents data into the note portion of
the catalog record. A few publishers have participated in the project,
and Library of Congress staff expects more to do so. The project is
still experimental, and future efforts will involve the use of SGML.
The Electronic CIP Project has the potential to provide the
foundation for an electronic library of texts primarily because of the
twenty-three-year relationship that has been established between the
Library of Congress's Cataloging-in-Publication Program and
publishers. Over 3,500 publishers participate in the CIP program, which
provides cataloging for over 48,000 titles a year. Consequently, as a result
of its CIP program, the Library of Congress is ideally positioned to
develop a system for acquiring archival masters of electronic manuscripts
representing much of the U.S. publishing industry. Much needs to be
accomplished for this to happen, but as more and more traditional
print publishers develop electronic versions of their titles, it would be
relatively easy to develop a significant collection of electronic texts at
the Library of Congress. However, many questions will need to be
answered, including copyright and royalty issues, and questions about
distribution and access. In addition, the concepts of publishing and
what constitutes a published work need to change in an electronic world,
which may affect the future of the project.
Government Information Locator Service (GILS) to MARC Mapping
The Government Information Locator Service (GILS) has been
established to help the public locate and access information throughout
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the U.S. government. Although this is a locator system to identify
databases and services that provide information, rather than a locator
system to electronic texts themselves, it is of importance in terms of
its use of extending the MARC format to provide for access to electronic
information resources. Federal agencies are organizing GILS as a com-
ponent of the National Information Infrastructure (Nil) (Government
Information 1994). It is intended to make government information
available electronically by identifying, describing, and providing access
information to locations where information resides. Federal agencies
will be responsible for participation in GILS by providing locator records
for Federal agencies.
GILS will use the information search and retrieval standard known
in the United States as ANSI/NISO Z39.50 (known internationally as
ISO 10162/10163). Locator records are to be available in three specified
formats, one of which is USMARC. Consequently, an effort has been
underway to map GILS data elements to the USMARC Format for
Bibliographic Data. Data elements have been defined, and appropriate
fields have been indicated. In most cases, no new fields are needed to
accommodate the data, but some USMARC definitions have been
expanded.
Because of the work that has been done on accommodating online
information resources in USMARC, the GILS project to expand
USMARC to nonbibliographic data has not required substantial
rethinking or newly defining fields in the format. The mapping has
made extensive use of the new field 856 for electronic location and access.
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN SGML AND USMARC
There is a common misconception that SGML could replace the
MARC formats in which libraries have invested considerable time and
money. This misconception is based on the observation that most SGML
documents contain information that is bibliographic in nature. The
SGML tags used in the header and front matter of a full-text document
often have a one-to-one relationship with the MARC tags defined for
the same information in bibliographic records. Although there are
similarities between SGML and MARC, those who jump to the con-
clusion that MARC can be abandoned in favor of SGML are overlooking
important differences in the design and intended use of each standard.
SGML and MARC are alike in that they provide a standard structure
for machine-readable information. They are both system independent
in that they may have different implementations, and the data are in
a format that can be exchanged between systems. Each standard is non-
proprietary, which means that they can be implemented without having
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to pay a royalty to the original developers. The structures for MARC
(ISO 2709; also, ANSI/NISO Z39.2) and SGML (ISO 8879), as
international standards, provide the basic framework for bibliographic
and full-text systems that have gained worldwide acceptance and use.
Conformance to standards increases the marketability of products and
facilitates the exchange of information between a variety of sources.
SGML and MARC are different in the functionality they were
designed to support. The structure and syntax associated with SGML-
encoded documents were designed to make the processing of full-text
data system independent. SGML uses a Document Type Definition
(DTD) to define the tags and the syntax associated with them. Depending
on the level of markup, the SGML encoding can support a wide variety
of print and/or display features. SGML markup will also support
context-sensitive retrieval, based on indexing of data encoded with
specific SGML tags.
SGML is intended to facilitate the processing of large amounts
of data, while the MARC record structure was developed for bibli-
ographic data. MARC data are typically concise and dense, packing
a great deal of intelligence into a small number of characters. The average
MARC record is only 1,500 characters, whereas even the shortest full-
text document involves many times that number of characters. The
MARC formats, which are implementations of the standard MARC
structure (ISO 2709), define data elements designed to make optimum
use of small amounts of data in a machine environment. These data
elements easily support the print and display needs of bibliographic
data and the complex indexing and sophisticated retrieval needed for
bibliographic data.
MARC is highly standardized and accepted worldwide. The
precision and consistency needed for cataloging data have promoted
the development of standardized cataloging rules for both description
and choice of access points and the implementation of the MARC record
structure which reflects these rules. In the United States, only one "DTD"
for MARC is used, that is one tag set and syntax (USMARC). This
high level of acceptance of one tag set and syntax is one of the reasons
MARC is so successful and has the support of so many national libraries
and computer system vendors. In comparison, there are some sixty DTDs
for SGML. Anyone with a MARC system can usually read in and process
USMARC data. Export of bibliographic data in either the USMARC
or UNIMARC format is also an almost universal capability of bibli-
ographic systems. Full-text systems do not enjoy this level of stan-
dardization and will not, even with the advent of SGML, until a small
number of implementations of SGML have become well established.
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Library catalogs have no need to change the way bibliographic
data are encoded or processed. The capability ofMARC records to provide
links to full-text SGML documents (or other nonbibliographic entities,
like image or audio data) has prevented libraries from seriously consid-
ering any other encoding for bibliographic data other than MARC.
MARC and SGML have shown themselves to be compatible, and
each has its own use in the computer age. It is important that experts
in each structural standard and system implementors be aware of the
needs and uses of the other so that library materials in machine-readable
format and bibliographic information about them can be easily
integrated. Rather than embed text in MARC records, the bibliographic
records can be linked to SGML-encoded text. For instance, the American
Memory Program, as described above, uses links between the MARC
bibliographic record and other electronic resources to access full text
that contains SGML coding or images in non-ASCII format.
The Text Encoding Initiative (TEI) guidelines, a specific application
of SGML that defines an encoding and interchange format for electronic
texts, can assist in their cataloging and identification (Gaunt 1994, 8).
As described above, electronic texts often lack a usable chief source of
information on which to base the description, and the TEI header can
provide needed information for the text not found elsewhere.
CONCLUSION
With the tremendous growth of the Internet and the wide availability
of electronic information resources, libraries must adapt to a changed
world and reevaluate what bibliographic control and access really means.
Electronic information resources have become critical to scholarship and
research, and librarians need to use their many years of experience
organizing and providing access to information to adapt traditional
library tools to this new electronic world. "The library community needs
to extend traditional descriptive catalog practices to networked
resources in essence, to permit bibliographic description and control
of such resources in order to incorporate them integrally into library
collections . . . and to improve access to them" (Lynch 1993).
The nation's existing infrastructure of libraries and library systems
can continue to provide service in the quest for information in the
future. Librarians provide value-added service by selecting the materials
to be described and providing access to them; this is particularly
important in the electronic world, where anyone can "publish" a text
if he/she has access to a network. Not all of the items available
electronically deserve to be cataloged, and librarians can provide this
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service as they have for years with printed and other items (Dillon et
al. 1993, 35).
The AACR2 cataloging rules and USMARC format have served
us well in our quest to identify, describe, and locate library material
of all sorts, and it can do the same for electronic texts. An enormous
amount of time, money, and intellectual effort has been expended on
the library infrastructure that serves our nation's scholars, students, and
the general public. New tools, such as Gopher, Mosaic, and World Wide
Web, have been developed to facilitate access to networked information
resources, but they do not provide the same function as the service
provided by libraries in cataloging these materials. Not only do librarians
select materials deemed worthy to be controlled bibliographically, but
also they provide detailed subject analysis, generally through controlled
subject thesauri, that is not available through those Internet tools. As
anyone knows who has used the tools to locate items by subject, the
keyword access that is available is not an efficient method, given the
vast quantities of data. As efforts are being made to create directory
services, it will be of great benefit to provide description and access
to this material within the familiar USMARC environment using the
National Information Standards Organization's Z39.50 standard for
information retrieval.
The library community has made great strides in adapting existing
cataloging rules and format standards to accommodate electronic
information resources. This work will continue and will attempt to
remain consistent with other efforts to standardize electronic locators
and identification. Only by experimenting with new approaches now
being developed will librarians be able to make informed decisions about
the difficult problems encountered in the bibliographic control of and
access to electronic texts. Already, many library catalogs are available
by remote access, and thus bibliographic records for electronic resources
will be widely available. As information technology changes rapidly,
libraries need to continue to provide improved description and access
to electronic information using existing, although modified, formats and
cataloging rules.
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